During weeks 5-7 of our Kindness Capstone Project we will implement our four different projects while also connecting with each other in class to both share successes and work through challenges that arise. Every Thursday and Friday are reserved for in-class work time.

### Weekly Objectives

Students will:
- Implement their Kindness Capstone Project.
- Document their progress in their kindness journals.

### Resources / Materials

- Paper and pencils

### Reflect / Assess

**Deliverables:**
- Team Meeting with Teacher
- Daily Participation points

### Share

**Discussion Starter:**
- Check-in: How are you feeling about the relationships you are building within the community?
- What unexpected community collaboration did you secure? How is this collaboration affecting your project?

### Inspire

From this point forward, every Thursday and Friday are official WORK DAYS. We do not always have time together with our entire project team. This in class time is extremely valuable and should be used effectively. If you choose to waste it socializing, you may NOT count it towards your community service hours and may be in jeopardy of not completing your project. Each group must also meet with the teacher during either THIS or NEXT class period. Teacher:

You will need to meet with each group during the next two class periods. Review the following:
- Their original plans and any changes they have had to make.
- Their progress on their weekly mini-goals.
- Their overall progress on their end goal.
- The documentation they have in place to track their progress, their struggles, their triumphs, etc.
- Any concerns they may have moving forward.

Address any repeat struggles this week. What is the problem and how can the team work together better to address this? All teams have growing pains. It is up to the team to work through it. Suggest a reworking of assignments internally if necessary. Some people may be better suited in a different role than the one they originally signed up for.

### Empower

**Your options for independent work today are as follows:**
- Catch up on Community Collaboration Contact Documentation.
- Work with your team to review your weekly mini-goal.
- Adjust your step-by-step outline as a group based on weekly progress.
- Discuss barriers with your teammates and develop a plan to keep the project moving.
- Assign next week’s assignments for each project member so you can accomplish the goal in 3 weeks.